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ITB Ministries Mission – Encourage and equip for faith by teaching the scientific truth
about evolution, creation, The Great Flood and other relevant topics.
Lectures available from ITB Ministries
Note: The first two lectures are intended to be given sequentially
1. The Question of Origins – 3 hours
-Why is the question important?
-What is evolution?
-Is evolution supported by scientific evidence?
-Did God use evolution to create us?
-How did the universe and life begin?
-Is the Bible true?

2. The Great Flood – 3 hours
-Did it happen and was it global?
-Flood theories
-Evidence for a global flood
-Geology, Fossils, Dinosaurs, Comets
-The ice age and its relation to the flood

3. Global Warming, a Christian Perspective – 1.5 hours
-Learn how secular worldviews may be standing in the way of good science
-Is global warming really a bad thing?
-Could more carbon dioxide be helpful?
-What are the social implications of global carbon reduction legislation?

About the lecture leader:
Bob Bonahoom graduated in analytical chemistry from Michigan State University in 1970
and has been professionally involved in the fields of science and engineering for 42 years.
In 2012, Bob retired from MSA where he held the position of Director of Advanced
Technology and Intellectual Property. MSA is a leading manufacturer of safety equipment
and electronic instrumentation. Bob has been studying and lecturing on creation vs.
evolution and the global flood for 15 years and he has recently added a new lecture on
Global Warming. He and his wife Eileen reside near Minneapolis, Minnesota; they have 5
children and 7 grandchildren.
The benefits of viewing the presentations:
 Provides powerful facts and information that can be used to defend one’s faith as
directed in scripture in 1 Peter 3:15
 Shows that Genesis is not at odds with science.
 Exposes the lack of scientific evidence supporting the hypothesis called evolution.
 Demonstrates that belief in evolution is really a faith proposition.
 Details why ‘theistic evolution’ (the idea that God used evolution) can never be
reconciled with Judeo-Christian belief.
 Explains why one can not choose to accept the gospels of Christ as true while
rejecting a literal Genesis.

